Like previous years, as per UGC guide line the Compulsory Examination of Environmental Studies will be held on 28th February, 2014 Friday from 12 noon to 2 p.m. in the respective depts.


2. Students will appear with First year First semester Exam roll nos.

3. All Students must have to pass this paper with pass marks of 40. They will get TWO Chances in first yr & 2nd yr respectively of their study.

4. BUT EVS MARKS WILL NOT BE INCLUDED IN THE CALCULATION OF SEMESTER EXAM RESULT

5. 50 objective type questions of 2 marks each will be set & students have to answer in OMR sheet.

6. COURSE MATERIALS ARE AVAILABLE in http://www.setju.ac.in/Environmental_Studies/

7. Students are requested to study from the site.

8. Question bank will be available in http://www.jaduniv.edu.in/link-Examination/link-ImportantNotice

Dated: 7.2.14

( DR. SATYAKI BHATTACHARYYA)
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATES:
1. STUDENTS MUST SHOW THE PHOTO ADMIT CARD TO THE INVIGILATORS
2. THEY MUST WRITE THE FIRST SEMESTER EXAM ROLL NO FROM THEIR ADMIT CARD IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX GIVEN IN OMR SHEETS AND **MUST WRITE THE QUESTION PAPER CODE –A/B/C/D AT THE TOP RIGHT CORNER OF OMR SHEET**
3. **WITHOUT EXAM ROLL NOS & QUESTION PAPER CODE, OMR SHEETS WILL BE CANCELLED**
4. THEY CAN USE BLACK BALL PEN FOR MARKING
5. THEY WILL TAKE THE QUESTION PAPER AFTER THE EXAMINATION

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE INVIGILATORS:
1. STUDENTS MUST SHOW THE PHOTO ADMIT CARD TO THE INVIGILATOR
2. INVIGILATORS MUST CHECK THE EXAM ROLL NO FROM THE ADMIT CARDS OF THE CANDIDATES IN THE MENTIONED APPROPRIATE BOX GIVEN IN THE OMR SHEETS AND **MUST CHECK THE QUESTION PAPER CODE –A/B/C/D, WHETHER WRITTEN IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER OF OMR SHEET OR NOT.**
3. INVIGILATORS MUST RETURN THE OMR SHEETS ONLY TO THE COE’S DEPT IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE EXAM
4. **WITHOUT EXAM ROLL NOS & QUESTION PAPER CODE, OMR SHEETS WILL BE CANCELLED**
5. STUDENTS WILL TAKE THE QUESTION PAPER AFTER THE EXAMINATION

Dated: 07/02/2014

(PROF.(DR.)SATYAKI BHATTACHARYYA)
COEJU